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"This is the story of an extraordinary boy with a brilliant mind, a heart of gold, and a tortured soul.
It is the story of an illness, a fight to live, and a race against death.I want to share the story, and
the pain, the courage, the love, and what I learned in living through it. I want Nick's life to be not
only a tender memory for us, but a gift to others. . . . I would like to offer people hope and the
realities we lived with. I want to make a difference. My hope is that someone will be able to use
what we learned, and save a life with it."—Danielle SteelFrom the day he was born, Nick Traina
was his mother's joy. By nineteen, he was dead. This is Danielle Steel's powerful, personal story
of the son she lost and the lessons she learned during his courageous battle against darkness.
Sharing tender, painful memories and Nick's remarkable journals, Steel brings us a haunting
duet between a singular young man and the mother who loved him—and a harrowing portrait of
a masked killer called manic depression, which afflicts between two and three million
Americans.At once a loving legacy and an unsparing depiction of a devastating illness, Danielle
Steel's tribute to her lost son is a gift of life, hope, healing, and understanding to us all.
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France Day, “Bi-polar, a families struggle, loss and bright light of an extraordinary young man..
Danielle Steel firstborn son struggled with Bi-polar symptoms and the fight to keep him alive,
finding the balance through maintaining a strict schedule of meds, therapy and the wrestling to
provide normal activities that could feed a highly intelligent and gifted musician. The story of a
mother’s love told by her in her beautiful writing that captures Her unconditional love, sharing
memories, pictures,letters and journal entries written by her son Nicky. A glimpse of living with
mental illness and the struggle of a beautiful young man his bi-polar battle, the suicide attempts
and eventually fatal Manic Depression, death freed him of his tormented brain chemistry. His
light stays lit by the people that loved him, toured with him, lived with him, worked beside him as
caretakers . Danielle Steele is a very private person, in this book we see what a beautiful human
being, loving mother and advocate for mental health in the music world. If you loved her books
and writing before you will be even more so and your heart will weep for her pain, her loss of a
handsome gentle son. My condolences and thanks, as I have more understanding into the
darkness of bi-polar, with this reading of this book I will be a better friend and mother.”

Kelly Davis, “Heartwarming and touching read its about her own son. I love this book back when
my children were diagnosed with bi polar I read anything I could to be able to understand it and it
got hard at times cause things were different when u have children with mental dissablitys and
sometimes moms feel overwhelmed and this book was one I could relate to and made me feel I
wasn't only one and gave me great insight on dos and don'ts. It was truly sad but you could feel
not only pain but also the love she had for her special needs child and it was a truly amazing
read and out of the several severAl books I have by her this one made me feel closer to the
author and realize she didn't have to put it out in the public but as a mother she wanted to and
needed to help others and she didn't receive any money for this book all proceeds went to a
foundation to help research bipolar and mental illness. Kuddos to the author and he braveness
and thanks to Amazon I could find the book and buy at a great price”

KT, “I know the pain. I too have/had a son that was manic depressed, this book is the real deal.
The ups and downs are very good or very bad, there is no in between. I lost my son to the
disease in 2010, he was also 19. I wish I would have read this book sooner, to know that it was
real because as a mother sometimes you look for symptoms that are there but they are hidden
behind a brave face. I cried through the whole book. Danielle always called it demons he was
fighting, and I always claimed Bailey was fighting a war in his head. Thank you Danielle for
writing this book (I can't even imagine how difficult it was to write) so others have an insight to
this disease.”

Goehring, “life changing. This book was assigned for my child psychopathology class in college.
I have never been much of a reader, but I could not put this book down. It was so enlightening to



learn and read about the personal as well as the familial impact of bipolar / manic depression.
The author, Danielle Steel, did such a wonderful portrayal of Nick’s life and struggles as well as
hers and the family’s. This book was so emotional and raw that it just blew me away—I have
been thinking nonstop about Nick and the book since I finished. I don’t know if anyone else felt
this way, but I felt like I knew Nick in some way while reading this book.Thank you Danielle for
this book and I am so sorry. Nick seemed like the most beautiful person. ”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Bright Light. This is a tough read especially when I can relate to many of
the episodes in the book because my mother was bipolar too. The ups and downs, the manic
mood swings are all too familiar, but what a great insight into the lives of a family living through
this. I will never see Danielle Steele as simply an author, but she will forever serve as a reminder
that mental illness can strike any family. Thank you for allowing us to see that world through the
eyes of a mother who loved her son unconditionally.”

Marlene, “Absolutely worth reading! Full stars. I loved this book, unable to stop but binged on it
and finished within two days! It was a sad story but so true, so touching. I couldn't understand
any marking below the full.It would be a good book for parents and carers who has mentally
challenged kids. Here are some tips I picked: 1) mental illness is real, one does need continuous
medicine. 2) hospital/institutionalization always made the case worse, for it simply impossible for
all staff there to be loving enough for others suffering. Although Danielle Steel nicely hid real
names of outrageous hospitals, it was clear that Nick was always saner and abler to cope when
he was around loving people! Be all poets and artists a bit crazy, not everyone was squeezed to
act 'normal'.In addition, I found it simply marvelous that Danielle could be so fair and loving to all
her children. All through the book I felt that she had worried more about Nick but wherever,
including her addressing to Nick, she was always fair and equal with other children. This is why
she could spare Nick to Julie, in order to protect other children, and Nick knew that too. (It was
so cold for some reviewers to simply accused Danielle giving up Nick to Julie.)There are also
things from the book that won't be helpful for ordinary people. As many may doubt how Julie and
many others could give up that much to Nick. In addition to her genuine love for this brilliant
young man, it was also true that as she was working a full-time for Danielle. And by working
really hard, for writing books at night and spending time children in the day, Danielle was able to
hire all the most sincere carers and supported Nick.Really touching and honest book, heart
nurturing.”

Beverley, “Heart breaking. I have just finished this, I Read this when it first was published and
frankly forgot what a inspirational, tragic and heart breaking book it was. Danielle is such an
amazing woman to still be standing tall. I hope that lots of proceeds have been raised.”

Alison Marie, “A true inspiration. I am a fairly recent convert to Danielle Steele books and saw



His Bright Light advertised in the back of the last one of her books that I read. I was intrigued by
the fact that Danielle who is massively known for her fiction writing had written something
biographical about her family and my interest was peeked enough to read the book.His Bright
Light tells the story of Danielle Steeles son Nick Traina who tragically died at the age of 19 after
battling all of his life against manic depression. Danielle tells us the story of Nick's life who from
birth was an exceptionally intelligent, perceptive, advanced and humorous boy but by the time
he reached his early teens was caught in the dark grips of manic depression. Danielle spares no
detail as she recounts the family's battle to get Nick's problems taken seriously by the medical
profession in order that he could live as normal life as possible, and the massive impact Nick
had on his family and the people that worked with him to help him battle his demons.Not only is
this book a huge tribute to Nick and the amazing and loving person that he was but I think
something like this really does bring awareness to mental health issues that are sometimes all
too quickly dismissed by society through a lack of understanding. The letters and journal entries
that Danielle includes in the book really do help us to see not only how awful an illness like this
can be and how they can affect a person but also give us a massive insight into Nick's incredible
mind. There are also a lot of lovely family photos included in the book, Nick really was an
extremely handsome young man.This book is extremely inspirational, despite his illness Nick
achieved so much in his short life through his love and drive for his music career despite the
terrible illness. It made me sad that Nick's life was cut short and the illness became bigger than
him as it is such a waste of an incredible person but the lessons learnt by his family and the
medical profession will I am sure contribute towards saving or improving the lives of other people
affected by mental health issues which will be a true legacy to leave behind.”

Mrs. P. A. Mason, “His Bright Light by Danielle Steel.. This is the story of Danielle's son Nick
Traina who suffered manic depression and her battle,with some friends ,to get him
diagnosed.There are a lot of writings she found from Nick about his suffering,after his untimely
death aged 19.He had only just been prescribed Lithium which improved his life but turned out
to be too little too late sadly.I bought this book because I wanted to read Danielle's latest Book A
Gift of Hope and I believe this one had to be read first so the reader understood the reasons
why she did the humanitarian work in his name that she did.I would recommend anyone to read
this first and follow straight on with The Gift of Hope as I did.”

l smith, “Powerful. You are one brave lady going through all that and willing to share it. He was
very troubled but also very special, beautifully written, I feel like I know him.”

The book by Danielle Steel has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,232 people have provided feedback.
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